
Sharing Experience to Restore 

Health Care Facilities Building



What is Flood?
 A Flood is an overflow of water that submerges land 

that is usually dry. In the sense of flowing water, the 
word may also be applied to the inflow of the tide. 
Floods are an area of study of the discipline hydrology 
and are of significant concern in agriculture, Civil 
Engineering and Public Health. 



 Flooding may occur as an overflow of water from water bodies, such as a river, 
lake, or ocean, in which the water overtops or breaks levees, resulting in some 
of that water escaping its usual boundaries, or it may occur due to an 
accumulation of rainwater on saturated ground in an areal flood. While the 
size of a lake or other body of water will vary with seasonal changes in 
precipitation and snow melt, these changes in size are unlikely to be considered 
significant unless they flood property or drown domestic animals. 

 Floods can also occur in rivers when the flow rate exceeds the capacity of the 
river channel, particularly at bends or meanders in the waterway. Floods often 
cause damage to homes and businesses if they are in the natural flood plains of 
rivers. While riverine flood damage can be eliminated by moving away from 
rivers and other bodies of water, people have traditionally lived and worked by 
rivers because the land is usually flat and fertile and because rivers provide easy 
travel and access to commerce and industry. 

 Some floods develop slowly, while others can develop in just a few minutes and 
without visible signs of rain. Additionally, floods can be local, impacting a 
neighborhood or community, or very large, affecting entire river basins. 



Factors contributing to the increase in 
Floods

 Natural Causes

Climate Change

Rainfall Pattern

Trans-National Rivers

Earthquakes



Human Causes

 Unplanned Development

 Urban Flooding

 Neglect of Pre-Disaster Planning



What to Do?
 Before Flood

 During Flood

 After Flood



Before Flood
 To reduce the likelihood of flood damage

 If a flood is forecast

 If flooding is imminent



During Flood
 If you need to evacuate 

 Never cross a flooded area 



After Flood
 Re-entering Premises

 Ensure building safety

 Water

 Documentation

 Cleanup



Major Flooded Area in 2017
 Banaskantha.

 Patan

 Morbi



Damages in  Hospital(Gujarart)Due 
to Flood and Heavy Rain in 2017.
Facilities No. Approx. Damage 

Amount(Lakhs)

District Hospitals 16 369.25

Sub District Hospitals 19 245.6

CHC 131 1292.05

PHC 313 3043.9

Suncenters 719 1683.7

Other Facilities 224 2164.5

Total 1422 8799



Damages In Hospitals
Banaskantha Patan

 DH-Palanpur, SDH-Dessa,Tharad

 CHC- Dhanera,Bhabhar,Moriya,Tadav

 PHC-Samoumota,Unn,Totana,Forna,

Motipavad,Bhorol,Dheema,Lavana-

Kalash,Khoda,Surela,Bharadva,  

Ganji,Sanval, Jadiya.

 Subcenter-
Tervada,Laxmipura,Kuda,Jasra and 
more.

 DH-Patan,SDH- Sidhpur, Radhanpur.

 Nursing college-Sidhpur

 F&D Laboratory-Dethali

 CHC-Sariyad, Varahi, Santalpur, Harij, 
Sami.

 PHC-Abiyana



Morbi
 DH-Morbi

 SDH-Vankaner

 CHC-Maliyamiyana,Tankara,Halvad

 PHC-Sindhwadar,Neknam.

 Subcener-
Bhalpur,Motabhela,Mitana,Rohishala,Virvav,Otada, 
Tankara,Survadar,Kadiyana.



Action Carried Out(B.K.)
 10 Team

 Every team has 1 civil engineer,1 elec.engineer,1 
plumber,1 carpenter,2 masson,4 labour.



Check List For Health Care Facility
Name of Structure:-

Place & Taluka:-

Date:- Rs.in Lacs

Sr.No Description Damage
Immediate 
Measure

Expenditure 
Required for 
Immediate 

Restoration (IR)

Expenditure 
Required for 
Permenent 

Restoration (PR)

Remarks

1 Campus

2 Compound Wall

3 Drainage

4 Soakwell & Septic Tank

5 Water Supply

6 Main Building

7 Operation Theater

8 Labour Room

9 Wards

10 Toilet Block

11 Celling

12
Terrace & Spout Rain water 
disposal

13 Leakages -Part/Fully (Specify)

14 Electricity

Major Observation if Any

AAE/AE DEE



Case Study:- CHC-Dhanera
 Due to Heavy Rain and Flood, Dhanera City 

Submerged in Flood

 CHC Building totally submerged upto lintel level.

 The Flood water damaged whole building, equipments 
and furniture.

 Temporarily Medical Services started in THO building.

 Immediately action taken to restore condition prior to 
Flood.











After restoration-
CHC-Dhanera





Nursing College-Sidhpur





Food and Drug Laboratary-Dethali.



Sub Ceter-Kuda







Sub Center- Jasra



PHC-Motasada (2020)





Aurved Udhyan- Vashi, Danta.



Necessary Action to be Carried 
Out

 Disaster Preparedness Plan

 Integrated Approach

Hard Solutions

Ecological Soft Solutions

Prioritising Buffers, Flexibility and Adaptability

Focusing on Urban Flood Management



Conclusion
As floods cause major damage to life and 
property every year, it is time to prepare a long-
term plan that goes beyond piecemeal measures 
like building embankments and dredging to 
control floods. Also, there is a need for an 
integrated basin management plan that brings all 
the river-basin sharing countries as well Indian 
states on board.



Thanks


